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A class V of topological spaces is said to be almost countably productive if fly=, X, E % for 
every n E N, then ny=“=, X, t %. In this paper we shall show that the classes (a,), (a,-F-(i), i = 1, 2, 
3, which were introduced by Arhangel’skii, are almost countably productive. As a consequence 
we shall give a positive answer to the following problem posed by Galvin: If X” is a w-space for 
every n E N, must X” be a w-space? 
AMS(MOS) Subj. Class.: 54A20, 54B10, 54825 
1. Introduction 
All spaces considered are assumed to be Hausdorff topological spaces and maps 
to be continuous onto. 
A class %Y of spaces is said to be almost countably productive if ny=, X, E % for 
every n E N, then fly=, X, E %‘, where N denotes the natural numbers. Clearly a class 
Ce is countably productive if and only if it is finitely productive and almost countably 
productive. 
Malyhin [7] noted that the class of spaces of countable tightness is almost 
countably productive. Since the product of two spaces of countable tightness need 
not have countable tightness [2], this class is an example of a non-trivial (i.e. not 
countably productive) almost countably productive class. The class of countably 
paracompact spaces is another such example (see [9] or [15]). 
In 1972, Arhangel’skii [l] introduced the classes ((u,) for i = 1, 2, 3, 4 and also 
introduced the classes (a,-FU) for i = 1, 2, 3, 4 as the intersection of the class (ai) 
and the class of Frechet spaces. These classes are not even finitely productive. The 
main purpose of this paper is to show that the classes (ai), (ai-FU), i = 1, 2, 3, are 
almost countably productive. 
We note the following two problems posed by Galvin (see [5, Introduction]). 
Problem 1.1. Is the class of Frechet spaces almost countably productive? 
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Problem 1.2. If X” is a w-space for every n E N, must X” be a w-space (or a Frechet 
space)? 
Problem 1.1 was also posed by Tanaka [ 141. Assuming Martin’s axiom, Gruenhage 
[5] showed that there exists a space X such that X” is Frechet for every n E N but 
X” is not Frechet. If X and Y are non-discrete Frtchet spaces and X x Y is Frechet, 
then a result of Michael [8, Proposition 4.D.51 implies that X and Y are strongly 
Frtchet (in [8], strongly Frechet is called countably bi-sequential). Hence the 
example of Gruenhage shows that, assuming Martin’s axiom, the class of strongly 
FrCchet spaces is not almost countably productive. Since the class of (a,-FU) spaces 
coincides with the class of strongly Frtchet spaces [3, Theorem 5.231, assuming 
Martin’s axiom, the class (CQ-FU) need not be almost countably productive. 
In Section 3, we shall show that the class (czZ-FU) coincides with the class of 
w-spaces, so we can get a positive answer to Problem 1.2. 
2. The classes (ai), i = 1, 2, 3, 4 
Let X be a space. In this paper a sequence in X means a map f: M + X, where 
M is a countable set. If M is infinite then the sequence is said to be infinite. As 
usual, we also denote the sequence f as {x ,,: n E M}. But we strictly distinguish the 
sequence f from the image off: If M is infinite, then the sequence {x,: n E M} is 
infinite but the set {x,: n E M} may be finite. We denote by IAl the cardinality of a 
set A. 
Let X be a space. We consider the following four properties of X which were 
introduced by Arhangel’skii [ 11. 
Let x E X and d be a countable collection of sequences in X converging to x, 
then there exists a sequence B converging to x such that 
((Y,) if AE.$ then IA-BI<K,; 
( a2) if A E d, then An B is an infinite subsequence of A and B; 
( a3) I{A E d: An B is an infinite subsequence of A and B}I = NO; 
(q) [{A E d: An B it 0}/ = NO. 
We say B satisfies (ai) with respect to &, if B satisfies the property (ai). The 
class of spaces that satisfies the property (ai) for every point x E X is denoted by 
((Yi), i = 1, 2, 3, 4. For a class ‘% of spaces, an element of % is called a V-space. 
Clearly each (ai)-space is an (a,+,)-space for i = 1, 2, 3. 
Let {X,, TZ} be an inverse limiting system of a sequence of spaces X,, with the 
onto projections & : X, + X,,, (n 3 m). Let X be the inverse limit of this system 
and r,, :X + X, the projections. Nagami [9] called a class % countably projective 
if X,, E % implies X E %. Clearly every countably projective class is almost countably 
productive. 
Theorem 2.1. The classes (q), i = 1, 2, 3, are countably projective. 
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Proof. If we attempt to prove the cases ((Y,), ((Ye) and ((Ye) at the same time, then 
the proof is rather complicated. So we divide the proof into two cases. The proofs 
will be done similarly. 
Case 1. Proof of the case (err). Let X be the inverse limit of {X,, rrz}, where 
X, E ((or). Let & = {Ak: k E N} be a countable collection of sequences in X converg- 
ing to x. We shall construct a sequence B in X converging to the point x which 
satisfies ((Y,). 
Since { n,(Ak): k E N} is a countable collection of sequences in X,, converging to 
rr”(x), there exists a convergent sequence B, in X, which satisfies (a,). Enumerate 
B,-r,(x)={b;,b; ,... }. Put 
C,,= fi (T:)-‘(&-{bk: msn}), B=(r a,‘(C,)nA,. 
k=l “=I 
We first show that B is a convergent sequence with the limit point x. Let U be any 
neighborhood of x in X. Then, by the definition of the topology of the inverse limit, 
there exists m E N and an open neighborhood V of rr,(x) in X, such that 
XE Tf,‘(V)c U. 
Since B, converges to rr,,,(x), B, - V is a finite set. We show that the set D= 
{bE B: r,(b)E B,- V} is a finite set. Since B, - V is finite, there exists k E N such 
that 
B,- Vc{br”, by,. .., bk”}c B,-{T,(X)}. 
Let bE B. 
Case I. If bETi’ for n>k+m, then 
= B,-{bl”,b,” ,..., 6;). 
Hence bgD for bar;‘, n>k+m. 
Case II. If b E rr,‘(C,) for n < k+ rn, then b E l_liZ;l A,. Since lJ:Zy A, is a 
convergent sequence, l_lz2? A, - r;‘(V) is finite. Therefore {b E lJE:y A,: b E D} 
is finite. 
By Cases I and II, the set D is finite; therefore B is a convergent sequence. 
Next we show that B satisfies ((~i) with respect to d. 
We show A, -B is finite for each n E N. Since A,, -B c A, - T,‘( C,,), we show 
A, - TT,’ (C,) is finite: 
A,, - T,’ (C,)={UEA,: aar;‘(C,,)} 
n-1 
={uEA,: n,(a)EB,}u SEA,: ~,(u)E IJ (T;)-‘({bk,: msn}) . 
k=l 
Since A, is a convergent sequence and V,,(U) # V,(X), the last set of the above 
equation is finite. The proof is completed. 
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Case 2. Proof of the cases ((Y*) and ((YJ. Let J& = {A,: k E N} be a countable 
collection of sequences in X converging to x. We shall construct a sequence B in 
X which converges to the point x and satisfies ((Y*) ((a,), respectively) with respect 
to ti. 
Put CL = ‘TT~(A~). Then CL is an infinite sequence in X, converging to V,(X). 
%” = {CL: k E N} is a countable collection of sequences in X, converging to r,(x). 
There exists a convergent sequence B, in X, which satisfies ( a2) (( a3), respectively) 
with respect to Y’. 
Put 
M, = {k E N: CL n B, is an infinite subsequence of CL and B}. 
Note that, in the case (cY~), M, = N and, in the case of (a,), M, is an infinite subset 
of N. Without loss of generality we can assume r,(x) E B,. 
Assume that, for each k s n, Bk and Yk = { Ck: m E Mk} have been constructed 
inductively as follows: 
(1) & and Ck are infinite sequences in Xk COnVerging t0 the same point rk(x) 
and ,rk(x) E Bk. 
(2) Bk satisfies ((Ye) ((a,), respectively) with respect to qk. Put Bk -{rk(x)} = 
{b:, b,k, . . .}. 
(3) If m<kcn-1, then (TT:)-‘(B,-{b;“,b,” ,..., bT})xB,. 
(4) Ci is an infinite subsequence of rrk(&,) for m E Mk_,. 
(5-(a2)) In the case ((u,), Mk = N. 
(5-(a,)) Mk+, c iVfk and each Mk is an infinite subset of N. 
We construct B,,+,, %“‘+’ = {Ck+‘: m E M,,,,} as follows: Put 
M ,,+, = {k E M,,: CL n B, is an infinite subsequence of C; and B}. 
Then M,,+,= N in the case (a2) and M,,,, is infinite in the case ((Ye). For m E M,,+,, 
Put 
nil 
C, = v,,+,(A,,,) n (r:+l)-‘( B,) - kc, (r;+‘)-‘({ b:: s s n}). 
Then Ck+:’ is an infinite sequence for each m E M,,,,. Since Ck+:’ converges to 
rr,,+r(x) for each m E M,,+,, there exists a convergent sequence B,,, which satisfies 
( a2) (( a3), respectively) with respect to +Zflt’ = { Cz+‘: m E M,,,}. It is now easy to 
show that Bk, Vk = CC”,: m E Mk}, k s n + 1) satisfy (l)-(5). The construction of B,, 
%Y” = {Ck: m E M,,} is now completed for all n E N. 
Choose k, E M,, such that k, < k, <. * *. In the case (cu,), put k, = n. Put 
B=fi 6’(C:,,) n Ak,; 
n=l 
Then B is a sequence converging to the point x. The proof is similar to the proof 
of the case (LY,). 
Since B n Ak,, is an infinite subsequence for each n E N. B satisfies ((Y*) ((a,), 
respectively) with respect to ~2. The proof is completed. 0 
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3. The classes ((Yi-FU), i = 1, 2, 3, 4 
A space X is said to be a Fre’chet space if whenever x E A and n E N there exist 
x, E A such that the sequence {x,: n E N} converges to the point x. 
We denote by ( ai-FU) the intersection of the class of Frtchet spaces and the class 
(ai), where i = 1, 2, 3, 4. 
Theorem 3.1. Let {X,,, T:} be an inverse limiting system of a sequence of spaces X, 
with the onto projections rrz : X,, + X,,, (n G m). Let X be the limit of this system. Zf 
X,, E ( CY,-FU) for all n E N, then X is a Fre*chet space. 
Proof. Let A c X and x E A - A. Let T, : X + X, be the projection. Since rr”(x) E 
r,,(A), the Frechetness of X,, implies that there exists an infinite sequence A” c 
T,(A) converging to the point T,,(X). Without loss of generality, we can choose the 
convergent sequence satisfying 
(1) $(A”) = TV or otherwise $(A”) is an infinite set which does not contain 
Q(X) for each ks n. Put A: = rF(A”) and tik = {Ar: m 3 k}. Each sequence A;” 
in X, converges to rr,(x), so there exists a convergent sequence B, in X, that satisfies 
((Ye) with respect to &‘. Put NO = N. Assume we have chosen Bkr Nk_, for k s n 
such that 
(2) Bk satisfies (cy3) with respect to dk; 
(3) if i S k < n, then N, 3 Nk, Nk is an infinite subset of N and minimum Nk a k; 
(4) if m E Nk, k < n, then Bk n A: is an infinite subsequence of B,+ and AT; 
(5) if is ks n, then rrF(Bk)c Bi. 
We choose B,,,, and N,, as follows: Put 
N,,={~EN,_,: m>n,Az-:_,nB,isaninfinite 
subsequence of A:_, and B,}. 
Note that N,, is infinite. Put 
%Y ‘+’ = {A:+:,, n ( T:+‘)~‘( B,): m E N,}. 
Each sequence C E TZnt’ converges to rr,,+r(x), so th ere exists a convergent sequence 
B n+l in Xntl that satisfies ((Ye) with respect to %,+I. It is easy to see that Bk, Nk-r, 
k s n + 1, satisfies the conditions (2)-(5). 
We now choose inductively a sequence {a “: n E N} = A such that it converges to 
the point X. Choose ki E Ni such that k, < k,,,. 
Choose a, E An T;‘(B, n Akl). Assume {a,, a2,. . . , a,_,} has been chosen such 
that 
(6) ai E A n T;‘( Bi n A:,), 
(7) if i<jsn-1 and rk(al)#?r,(x), then rk(ai)#rk(aj) for each ksn-1. 
We shall choose a, E A. Note B, n A$ is an infinite sequence by (4). We consider 
the following two cases. 
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Case I. B, n Ain is a finite set. Then choose a, E A such that ~,(a,,) = n,(x). 
Case II. B, n A$ is an infinite set. Then B, n A$ - ~~({a~: k < n}) is an infinite 
set. 
Choose a, E An T;‘( B, n AEn) such that rrj( a,) & 71;({ ak: k < n}) for all j s n. 
We now show that {a,: n E N} converges to the point x. Let U be a neighborhood 
of x in X. Then there exists n E N and an open neighborhood V in X,, such that 
XErri’(V)C u,. 
Put M = {a,: a, & ‘rr,‘( V)}. Since V is a neighborhood of r”(x) in X and B, 
converges to rr,,(x), B, - V is a finite set. For m 2 n, rrn( a,) E B, by (5) and (6), 
moreover if a, E M, then ~,(a,,,) & V. If M is an infinite set, then, since B, - V is 
finite, we can choose a, a, E M, i > j > n, such that r,,( a,) = r,,( aj). This contradicts 
to (7). The proof is completed. i? 
The notion of w-spaces was introduced by Gruenhage in [4], and defined in terms 
of an infinite game. But we adopt the following characterization, due to Sharma 
[ll], as the definition of w-spaces: A space X is said to be a w-space if whenever 
x E A,, n E N, there exists x, E A,, such that {x,: n E N} converges to x. 
Theorem 3.2. A space X is an (a,-FU)-space if and only if X is a w-space. 
Proof. If X is an (a,-FU)-space, then clearly X is a w-space. We show the converse. 
Let A, = {a:: m E N} be a countable collection of sequences converging to x. Put 
An,k={~:: k< m}. Since X is a w-space, there exists x,,k E An,k such that 
{x+: (n, k) E N2} converges to x. The sequence B = {x,,~: (n, k) E N2} satisfies (a*) 
with respect to {A,,: n E N}. The proof is completed. 0 
The following theorem was proved by Arhangel’skii [3, Theorem 5.161. 
Theorem 3.3. Let X be an (a,-FU)-space and Y be a countably compact Fr&het space. 
Then X x Y is a Fr&het space. 
Theorem 3.4. Let X, Y be (a,-FU)-spaces for i = 1, 2, 3. If X x Y is Frbchet, then 
X x Y is an (a,-FU)-space. 
Proof. We shall prove all cases at the same time. Let A,, = {(xk, ~2): m E N} be a 
sequence in X x Y converging to (x, y). Let nTTx : X x Y + X, V~ :X x Y + Y be the 
projections. We want to construct a sequence C in X x Y which converges to the 
point (x, y) and satisfies (ai) with respect to {A,: n E N}. Without loss of generality 
we can assume x2 # x and yz # y for each (n, m) E N2. 
Put Ai = A, and 
A:, = A,, - T,‘({x”,: k, m G n - 1)) u rG’({yk: k, m c n - 1)). 
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Then A,, -AL is a finite set. Put X,, = {xk: (x:, y”,) E A’,}. Then X,, converges to x 
for each n E N. Let A be a sequence in X satisfying (ai) with respect to {X,,: n E N} 
for i = 1,2,3. Put Y, = {yz: xl E A, (x”,, yk) E A’,} and M = {n E N: Y,, is an infinite 
sequence}. Note that, in the case (a,-FU) and (a,-FU), M = N and, in the case 
(as-FU), M is an infinite subset of N. For each n E M, Y,, converges to the point 
y. Let B be a sequence in Y which satisfies (ai) with respect to { Y,,: n E M} for 
i = 1, 2, 3. Let C = {(xz, yz) E A’,: xz E A, yz E B}. We show that the sequence C 
has the desired properties. We first show that C converges to (x, y). 
Let U x V be an open neighborhood of (x, y) in X x Y. 
Case (aI-FU): Let S={(xz,yL)~ C: xkg U}, T={(xz,yk)~ C: yz& V}. We 
show S u T is finite. Assume S is infinite. Then, since rx (S) is finite, there exists 
n,, m,,~ N, nk, mk E N (k E N) such that (x2,,, ~2~) E ALi for k E N. But this is 
impossible since AL, = A,, - T;‘(x~“) for nk > m,. Similarly T is finite. 
The cases (a*-FU) and (as-FU) are easy modifications of the case (a,-FU). We 
leave it to the reader. 
It is now easy to show that the set C satisfies ((Y,) with respect to {A,,: n E N} by 
the construction. We omit the details. The proof is completed. 0 
Corollary 3.5. Let X be a countably compact (a,-FU)-space and Ybe an (a,-FU)-space. 
then X x Y is an (ai-FU)-space, where i = 1, 2, 3. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.3, X x Y is Frechet, therefore, by the above theorem, X x Y 
is an (a,-FU)-space for each i = 1, 2, 3. The proof is completed. 0 
Remark 3.6. Gerlits and Nagy [6, Theorem 61 proved that if X is a compact w-space 
and Y is a w-space, then X x Y is a w-space. In the proof of their Theorem 2, they 
essentially proved that if X and Y are w-spaces and X x Y is Frechet, then X x Y 
is a w-space. 
Corollary 3.7. The classes (a,-FU), i = 1, 2, 3, are countably projective. 
Proof. This corollary is a consequence of Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 3.1. The proof 
is completed. ci 
Corollary 3.8. If X,, j E N, are (a,-FU)-spaces and ny=, X, is Fre’chetfor every n E N, 
then JJy=, X, is an (q-FU)-space for each i = 1, 2, 3. 
The following corollary gives a positive answer to the problem posed by Galvin. 
Corollary 3.9. If X,, j E N, are w-spaces and my_, X, is Frechet for all n E N, then 
nr”=, X, is a w-space. 
Corollary 3.10. If X,, j E N, are countably compact (a,-FU)-spaces (or countably 
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compact w-spaces), then n,T=, Xj is a countably compact (q-FU)-space (countably 
compact w-space, respectively), where i = 1, 2, 3. 
Proof. Since a countable product of countably compact sequential spaces is count- 
ably compact [ 10, Theorem 4.51, by Theorem 3.4 and Corollary 3.5, ny_, X, is 
FrCchet for all n E N, hence, by Corollary 3.8, n,?=i X, is a countably compact 
(ai-FU)-space (countably compact w-space, respectively). The proof is com- 
pleted. 0 
Problem 3.11. Is the class of compact Frtchet spaces (subsequential spaces) almost 
countably productive? 
A space is said to be subsequential if it can be embedded in a sequential space. 
The class of compact Frechet spaces is not finitely productive [12] and, since there 
exist Frtchet spaces X and Y such that the tightness of X x Y is not countable [2], 
the class of subsequential spaces is also not finitely productive. Note that the class 
of sequential spaces is not almost countably productive [13]. 
Problem 3.12. Does there exist a strongly Frtchet space X such that X2 is Frechet 
but not strongly Frechet? More generally, does there exists a FrCchet space X such 
that X” is FrCchet but X”+’ is not Frechet for n 2 2? 
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